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We study the properties of finite ergodic Markov Chains whose transition probability matrix P 
is singular. The results establish bounds on the convergence time of P” to a matrix where all the 
rows are equal to the stationary distribution of P. The results suggest a simple rule for identifying 
the singular matrices which do not have a finite convergence time. We next study finite con- 
vergence to the stationary distribution independent of the initial distribution. The results estab- 
lish the connection between the convergence time and the order of the minimal polynomial of the 
transition probability matrix. A queuing problem and a maintenance Markovian decision prob- 
lem which possess the property of rapid convergence are p-esented. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the most widely discussed properties of Markov chains is its convergence 
to a steady state, independently of the initial distribution. In this paper we study 
initial distributions of homogenous-finite-irreducible-aperiodic Markov chains for 
which the stationary distribution, say II, is reached in a finite number of steps. We 
extend results of Subelman [4) who showed that X is such a distribution vector if 
and only if X - I7 is a generalized eigenvector of the transition matrix associated 
with zero. We next study the necessary and sufficient conditions for finite con- 
vergence time of P”’ to a matrix where all the rows are equal to the stationary 
distribution of P. The results establish upper and lower bounds for the required 
convergence time as well as a simple rule for identifying the matrix which does not 
behave in this way. Applications of an M/G/l finite queue system as well as a 
Markov decision problem are presented. 
* On leave from Tel Aviv University. 
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2. Basic definitions 
Let B be an n x n matrix. The spectrum of B will be denoted a(B) and the rank 
of B will be denoted r(B). For each complex number A and non-negative integer k, 
let N,k(B) (resp., R:(B)) be the null (resp., range] space of (B-AI)k. The index of 
B at A, written v,(B), is the smallest integer k such that N,k(B) = N!“(B). Of 
course, ZJ~ (B) C n, and r((B - AI)k )z dim(R t (B)) = n -dim(N: (B)) is decreasing 
in k. It is well known that the following are equivalent: 
(a) N:(B)= N;;^‘H’(B) 
(b) r((B - AI)k) = r((B - AI)““(B)), 
63 kz- WV-, 
lVIoreover, let TJB) be the dimension of Nh VA(‘) (B), then the characteristic poly- 
nomial Of B is &=&x -A)TA’B’ and the minimal polynomial of B is nAEO(B) 
(x - A)““‘B’. 
Throughout this paper, P will stand for a stochastic irreducible aperiodic matrix. 
It is well known e.g., [3] that 1 E a(P), q(P) =vl(P)=l,IA1<l forall Ifh~a(P) 
and that lim,,,oo P” = S where all the rows of S equal the stationary distribution of 
P, say fi Of course, Z7,, 0. Finally, a vector X is called a distribution vector if xi 3 0 
and Cy=, Xi = 1. 
Subelman [4] showed that a necessary and sufficient condition that a distribution 
vector X satisfies XPk = l7 for some k = 0, 1, . . . , that is (X- H)E N(P). The 
purpose of this paper is to further study such distributions and obtain necessary and 
sufficient conditions that pk = S for a given k = 0, 1, . . . . 
The following results give bounds on the rate of decrease of the sequence 
{r(P”)}m = 1,2,. . . (as long as it continues), showing that it is non-increasing. In 
the special case where r(P) = r2 - 1 the only possible rate of decrease for every step: 
is one. 
Lemma 1 
r(P’*+‘)- r(Pn’+2)G r(P”‘)-r(Pm+‘), m =1: 1,2,3, . . . (1) 
Proof. Using Frobenius’ inequality [ I] recall that for every A, B, C, c’ R’lX”, 
r(ABC)a r(AB)+ r(BC)- r(B). ( ) 2 
Substitute A = C = P and R = P”’ to obtain ( 1. ). 
Lemma2. If r(P)=n-m,Osmrn-1, thenr(Pkkmforanykd. 
Proof. The proof follows easily by induction from the Frobenius’ inequality (2). 
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3. Leading vectors 
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~efmitiicon 1. A distribution vector Y will be called accessible “through” a given 
stochastic matrix P if there exists a distribution vector X such that XP = Y. 
Clearly, I? (the stationary distribution) is always accessible through P since 
HP= I7 by definition. 
Definition 2. Let Y be a distribution vector. The maximal integer k for which there 
exists an inaccessible probability vector X such that XP’ = Y is called the length of 
the probabilistic history of Y. 
Definition 3. Let: K 2 1. A distribution vector X for which 
XPk_‘#XPk =n 
will be defined as a k-step leading oector (k-SLV). 
(3) 
Clearly, if XPk =II#XP”-‘,thenXPk-’ is a one step leading vector (OSLV) for 
P as well as for pm for any m 2 1. 
The next application clarifies the terminology used above. 
Example 1. Ccmsider an M/G/l queuing model with a finite queue length N. Let ai 
denote the probability that i customers arrive during an arbitrary service period. 
The transition matrix P, of the embedded Markov chain at the points of service 
completion is, for N = 2, 
P is singular, 
-a0 al 1 --a”-al 
a0 al l-aao-aI . _o a0 1-G 1 
r(P) = 2, r(P2) = 2. 
IIw stationary distribution is: 
‘1%~ set of OSLV’s is: 
No OSLV is accessible. So, Ii? has a probabilistic history of length 1. 
The next results establish the connection between studying the existence of 
k -SW and elements of N(P). 
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Theorem 1. For every integer k 2 1 the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) vo(P) 3 k 
(2) There exists a vector Y satisfying eq. (3), 
(3) Phas a k-SLK 
Proof. The equivalence of (I) and (2) follows from the fact that YP’ = l7 # YPk-’ 
if and only if (Y - U)E N(P’) and (Y - H)e N(P’-‘). 
The implication (3) 3 (1) is trivial. It remains to show that (2) * (3). 
Let Y satisfy (3). Let 2, =Z~+E(Y-n). Then for all OS&k, &pi= 
n+&(Y-I;l)l. so, Z,Pk=17#Z,Pk-‘. Since I7 >>O, one can choose E so that 
ZE >> 0. By normalizing ZE, one obtains a k-SLV. 
Corollary 1. The matrix P has no k-SLV for any k = 1,2, . . . if and only if 
vO(P) = 0, i.e., P is not singular. 
Corollary 2. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) vo(P)s 1, 
(2) No OSL V is accessible. 
Moreover, if the above holds, then no row of P is an OSL V. 
Proof. T1.e equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 1. To verify that (2) 
implies that no row of P is an OSLV, observe that each row of P is accessible 
through the corresponding unit vector ei, i.e., eiP is the i-th row of R So, if no 
OSLV is accessible, no row of P can be an OSLV. 
Corollary 3. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) 1 s vo(P)s k, 
(2) Each OSL V has a finite probabilistic history of length at the most k - 1. 
4. Reaching the stationary distribution independently of the initial distribution 
The next results study finite convergence time of P”’ to a matrix where all the 
rows are equal to the stationary distribution of I? 
Theorem 2. For every integer k 2 1 the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) Pk%Pk=S. 
(2) All the rows of P are m-SLV for some m =z k - 1 and some row of P is a 
(k - l)-SLK 
(3) The characteristic polynomial of P is h “- ‘(A - 1) and vo(P) = k. 
(4) The minimum polynomial of P is A k (h - 1). 
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Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is trivial. Next observe that both (3) and (4) 
imply that a(P) = (0, 1). The equivalence of (3) and (4) now follows directly from 
the explicit form of the minimal and characteristic polynomials given in Section 2, 
and the facts that v](P)= T@)= 1 and &Err(PI TV = n. 
Next observe that (3) implies that dim(N~tP’(P) = n - 1. So, as IIP = IT # 0, 
every vector 2 E R’ x n can be written as 2 = &I+ Y, where Y E Npfp’ (P) = N,k(P) 
and k 3 q,(P). Clearly, ZPk = d7+ YPk = d7. It is easy to see that ac = 1 whenever 
c 
n 
i=I Zi = 1. In particular ejPk = IZ for i = 1, . . . , n, i.e., Pk = S. 
Next observe that as vo(P)= k, Theorem 1 implies that P has k-SLV thus for 
some distribution vector Y, YPk-’ f l7. This implies that pk-’ f S completing the 
proof that (3) implies (1). 
Finally, to prove that (1) implies (4) observe that if Pk = S, then for every 
ZER(‘~~,(Z-~~.~ zJ7)Pk=0.Sor0(P)3dim(N~(P))=n-1. Sincerr(P)=l and 
c AEO(PJ TJP) = n we have from Section 2 that the characteristic polynomial is 
A n--l(h - 1). 
Theorem 3. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) The characteristic polynomial of P is A “-‘(A - 1). 
(2) For some integer k 2 0, XPk = Lf for every probability distribution X and every 
k 2 q,(P). 
(3) For every probability distribution X, there is an integer k such that XPk = Ii!. 
(4) To(P)= n- 1. 
Proof. (l)+ (2): By Theorem 2, (1) implies that Pvo(‘)= S. Thus, Pk = S for all 
k 2 z+,(P) which implies that XPk = I7 for all distribution vectors X and k 2 v,(P). 
(2) + (3): This implication is’trivial. 
(3) + (1): Statement (3) implies that there exists an integer m such that eiP” =T II 
for 1 S i 6 n, i.e., Pm = S. So the equivalence of (1) and (3) in Theorem 2 shows that 
(1) is satisfied. 
(1) e (4): Follows directly from the closed form of the characteristic polynomial 
and the facts that q(P)= 1 and &,(Pj TJP)= n. 
Corollary 4. If Ptn = S for some finite number m, then Ci Pii = 1. 
Proof. Use the e#valence of (1) and (2) in Theorem 3 with the observation that 
-7 
z AEa(PJ A = ~~_=, Pji = trace(P). 
Remarks. (a) The above condition on the trace of P is only a necessary condition 
for the finite convergence of Pm; it is not sufficient. 
(b) Lemmas 1 and 2 establish bounds on the index of P for zero, thus yielding 
bounds on the convergence time of Pm to S, whenever this convergence is finite. 
(c) Theorem 2 establishes that the rows of the matrix P are reasonable candi- 
dates for k-SLV’s. 
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5. Optimality 04 finite convergence (an example) 
Consider the following maintenance model. A production process contains a 
machine that deteriorates in both quality and output, under heavy usage, so that it 
is inspected periodically, say, at the end of each day. Immediately after inspection 
the condition of the machinz is noted and classified into one of four possible states 
(see Table 1). 
Table 1 
State Condition 
0 Good as new 
1 Operzble-minor deterioration 
2 Operable-major deterioration 
3 Inoperable-output of unacceptable quality 
Assuming the stochastic process is a finite state Markov Chain with known 
transition matrix given in Table 2. 
Table 2 
State 0 1 2 3 
0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.125 
1 0 0.5 0.25 0.25 
2 0 0 0.5 0.5 
3 0 0 0 1 
Two maintenance policies are suggested: 
(1) When a machine becomes inoperable it is replaced, otherwise the machine is 
left alone. 
(2) When a machine becomes inoperable or operable but with major deteriora- 
tion, it is replaced. The two policies generate two different ransition matrices (both 
are singular): 
Policy 1 Policy 2 
pl-(il ;:Y ;\;‘i ;J, 
The stationary distributions are: 
For policy 1: n=[0.4,0.2,0.2,0.21; 
For policy 2: ,Z7 = [0.5,0.25,0.125,0.125]. 
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While the stationary distribution for policy 1 is reached after an infinite number of 
steps (if the initial distribution is not a leading vector), the stationary distribution 
for policy 2 is reached in two steps independent of the initial distribution. 
If costs are incurred while this system evolves, the steady state probabilities as 
well as the number of steps should be taken into consideration. 
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